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The idea that there could be relevance between your money today and ancient scripture seems absurd. 
But what if there were precedent that has held up for decades in our modern markets and triangulated on 
The Great Depression, 9/11 and the Lehman Crisis? Few technicians, or strategists can claim to have 
made such calls to the month – let alone to the day.  The Shemitah coincided with each of these headline 
events and each major market swoon since WWII. 

Many of you have likely read the 2012 New York Times bestseller, The Harbinger, written by Rabbi 
Jonathan Cahn comparing America today to ancient Israel.  In The Harbinger Cahn traced nine warnings 
that were given to Israel ahead of its demise. Cahn then connects the dots and makes the case that each of 
those harbingers were seen around 9/11. 

Cahn’s scriptural studies are what led him to incremental links between Jewish scriptures and America in 
the Shemita. 

Just what is this Shemitah that has correlated so well with Wall Street’s implosions? According to Jewish 
law as an extension of the Sabbath the Shemita mandates that on the 7th year, debts to fellow believers are 
to be forgiven. Jewish scriptures suggest that rejecting this commandment leads to a period of great 
“shaking” or financial, medical political and military stress. The shakings intensify until there is 
repentance. 

The Great Depression was so long ago you may say – so what has the Shemita done for investors lately? 
So far in this millennium there have been two Shemitas. The first pointed to September 2001. Not only did 
the 9/11 massacre take place that month, but the financial markets selloff hit a crescendo on the Jewish 
date of Elul 29 – the exact culmination of the Shemita.  Elul 29 occurred on September 17, the day the 
markets re-opened following 9/11 and registered what up to that point in time was the largest single day 
point decline in Dow Jones history as the index shed 684 points. 

Fast forward to the 2nd Shemitah of this millennium, September 2008, the month when the financial crisis 
crystallized around the bankruptcy of Lehman. In 2008, the Shemitah climaxed on 9/29 the day the Dow 
fell 777 points, still the largest single day point decline in market history. 

Now we find ourselves in yet another Shemitah that will climax in September of 2015. What should one 
expect as there clearly has not been any repentance from this nation?  Consider the dramatic start to this 
Jewish year which should have the attention of every naysayer once again. 

The current Shemitah began on September 25th, a day the Dow Jones Index reversed and shed 250 points. 
That biblical date will also be remembered as the date the first Ebola case was ever diagnosed on US soil. 
That victim, Thomas Duncan died on October 8th, coinciding with the date of the 2nd blood moon in the 
current tetrad. The appearance of the blood moons, discussed in detail in a previous weekly, also emanates 
from Jewish scriptures, referenced in the book of Joel.  This autumn’s blood moon touched off a 440 point 
decline over the ensuing two trading sessions coinciding with the major Jewish autumn feast. 

Elul 29 will next fall on September 13, 2015. As intense as the prior two Shemitas obviously were, neither 
coincided with the blood moon tetrad. Furthermore our nation’s defiance of anything biblical has clearly 
intensified. Considering that 100% of Wall Street’s major corrections since WWII have coincided around 
Shemitah and Elul 29, we view this as yet one more piece in the investment mosaic suggesting caution is 
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warranted. Remember also that during the Shemita that coincided with the Great Depression (poster child 
for deflation) gold appreciated by 70% … while stocks were bludgeoned.  

And while we consistently encourage investors to take positions in physical gold and silver for defensive 
reasons – what if one were to stop and think about gold and silver re-pricing according to their historic 
norms? Consider this box of silver eagles from the US Mint, carrying a sticker price of approximately 
$9,600 as of today... 

Obviously there are no guarantees but history suggests you will be able to trade this box in for a luxury car 
in the years ahead. Indeed if silver moves closer to its longer term average in relation to fiat currency you 
may be able to trade one tube from this box for a car and the box … for an attractive home. 

Or this one tube of twenty US gold eagles from the US Mint … 

 

… History hints that investors who own such a tube today may have currency to buy a home or small 
business if gold revalues towards its historic levels relative to fiat currency in circulation. 

Sounds crazy doesn’t it? As disciplined investors averaging in to achieve target allocations just for 
defensive reasons, we choose not to focus on the upside inherent in metals during periods of 
debasement… but there is a reason why during the last debt cycle in the US “gold fever” broke out among 
investors and rewarded those who diversified their portfolios before the crowd realized how desperately it 
needed gold. 

If you own paper gold, don’t think you are protected. Paper gold has consistently failed as a hedge through 
the centuries lagging returns of physical gold, often spiraling into another worthless paper asset. The 
physical is the only way to historically preserve wealth and protect families yet the cost to convert from 
paper gold to physical is negligible today!  With gold representing <1% of global wealth today, that 
luxury won’t always be in the market as there clearly is not enough to go around if investors decide to 
allocate just a few percent of their net worth to gold. This supply shortage is particularly true of money-
form gold that is less than 10% of above ground gold. It is even more true with silver which has 
dramatically less market cap.  Mechanically owning insuring and handling gold has never been easier 
either – We make the process akin to reading a brokerage statement only physical gold is singularly yours 
should you ever decide that it is better by your side given world events.                 DREW MASON 


